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Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
June 3, 2020 

Honorable Joseph DiMemmo, CPA 
Deputy Insurance Commissioner
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
Insurance Department
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

 

Dear Sir:

In accordance with instructions contained in Examination Warrant Number 18-04840-
11968-R1, dated September 13, 2018, an examination was made of

Pennsylvania Physicians Reciprocal Insurers, NAIC Code: 11968 

a Pennsylvania domiciled, single state, reciprocal insurance exchange hereinafter referred to as 
the “Exchange” or “PaPRI.”   

A report of this examination is hereby respectfully submitted. 

SCOPE OF EXAMINATION 

The Pennsylvania Insurance Department (“Department”) has performed an examination 
of the Exchange, which was last examined as of December 31, 2013.  This examination covered 
the five-year period from January 1, 2014 through December 31, 2018.   

Work programs employed in the performance of this examination were designed to 
comply with the standards promulgated by the Department and the National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners (“NAIC”) Financial Condition Examiners Handbook (“Handbook”). 

The Handbook requires that the Department plan and perform the examination to 
evaluate the financial condition, assess corporate governance, identify current and prospective 
risks of the Exchange, evaluate system controls and procedures used to mitigate those risks, and 
review subsequent events.  An examination also includes identifying and evaluating significant 
risks that could cause an insurer’s surplus to be materially misstated both currently and 
prospectively. 

All accounts and activities of the Exchange were considered in accordance with the risk-
focused examination process.  This may include assessing significant estimates made by 
management and evaluating management’s compliance with statutory accounting principles. 

The examination does not attest to the fair presentation of the financial statements 
included herein.  Statements were prepared by management and are therefore the responsibility 
of management.  If, during the course of the examination an adjustment is identified, the impact 
of such adjustment will be documented separately following the Exchange’s financial statements. 

This examination report includes significant findings of fact, in accordance with 40 P.S. § 
323.5(a), and general information about the Exchange and its financial condition. There may be 
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other items identified during the examination that, due to their nature (e.g., subjective 
conclusions, proprietary information, etc.), are not included within the examination report but 
separately communicated to other regulators and/or the Exchange.

For the years ending 2014 through 2016, the certified public accounting firm of Johnson 
Lambert, LLP (“CPA”), provided an unmodified audit opinion on the Exchange’s year-end 
financial statements based on statutory accounting principles.   

Due to a change in control, the Exchange did not receive an annual audit for year-ending
2017.  The Exchange was subsequently audited by Johnson and Lambert, LLP for the years-
ending 2018 and 2019 and received an unmodified opinion in its report dated May 28, 2020.    

HISTORY 

The Exchange was organized on April 6, 2004, licensed by the Department on June 9, 
2004, and commenced business on or about July 1, 2004.   

The Exchange ceased issuing new medical malpractice policies and withdrew from the 
Pennsylvania medical malpractice market effective April 1, 2014. The operations of the 
Exchange after April 1, 2014 were limited to claims run-off. 

On December 8, 2014, the Exchange received approval from the Department to repay 
Physicians Reciprocal Insurers (“PRI”) a $1,125,000 surplus note issued on April 6, 2004 and a 
$1,250,000 surplus note plus accrued interest of $618,750 issued on June 30, 2006.  

The Exchange is licensed as a reciprocal and inter-insurance exchange as set forth under 
40 P.S. § 961 and is authorized to transact those classes of insurance described in 40 P.S. § 
382(c)(4) Other Liability.   

MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL 

SURPLUS REQUIREMENTS 

The Exchange does not have stock but is capitalized by surplus contributions from its 
subscribers, its ultimate controlling person and its retained earnings.  As of the examination date, 
December 31, 2018, the Exchange’s total surplus was $642,553, which consisted of unassigned 
funds (surplus). 

Pursuant to 40 P.S. § 964(d), the minimum surplus requirement for a reciprocal and inter-
insurance exchange is an amount equal to the capital and surplus required of a stock insurance 
company transacting the same kind or kinds of business, which is set forth under 40 P.S. § 386.

The Company’s minimum surplus requirement for the types of business for which it is 
licensed is $1,250,000.  For years 2014 and 2015, the Exchange met these requirements. For 
years 2016 through 2018, the Exchange did not meet these requirements.

It is recommended that the Exchange maintain the minimum capital and surplus 
requirements as required by 40 P.S. § 964(d) and outlined 40 P.S. § 386. 
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ATTORNEY-IN-FACT  

Pursuant to 40 P.S. § 963, the Exchange had designated an attorney-in-fact (“AIF”) 
through a written agreement with Physicians Reciprocal Managers, Inc. (“PRM”). The active 
management of the Exchange’s insurance business was performed by PRM from January 1, 2014 
through June 2016.    

In July 2016, the AIF agreement between the Exchange and PRM was terminated and 
there was no AIF providing services to the Exchange as stipulated by 40 P.S. § 963.  Due to an 
Adverse Loss Development Reinsurance Contact (“ALD Cover”) with PRI executed in 
December 2014, PRI effectively managed the administration of the Exchange’s claims and other 
required operational functions for the duration of the examination period and subsequent to the 
Exchange obtaining a new AIF in May 2019.  

INSURANCE HOLDING COMPANY SYSTEM

From the beginning of the examination period until June 2016, the Exchange met the 
requirements for filing an insurance holding company system annual registration statement, in 
accordance with 40 P.S. §§ 991.104(a)(1) and 991.1404(a)(2) to register with the Department by 
March 31 each year. 

Anthony J. Bonomo, Esquire, was named as the Ultimate Controlling Person (“UCP”) in 
the system. Members of the holding company system included the following entities briefly 
described below:

Anthony J. Bonomo, Esquire was the Chief Executive Officer of Administrators for the 
Professions, Inc. (“AFP”) and a member of the Board of PaPRI.

AJB Ventures, Inc. (“Ventures”), a corporation existing under the laws of New York. Mr. 
Bonomo owns 100% of the voting shares of Ventures. Ventures acted as a holding company for 
the majority of business owned by and managed within the holding company structure. 

AFP, an affiliated corporation under the laws of New York. Anthony J. Bonomo, Esquire 
through AJB owns 100% of the voting shares of AFP. Through a contract for services with 
PRM, AFP managed the loss and benefit functions of the Exchange. 

Group Data Inc. (“Group Data”) an affiliated corporation existing under the laws of the 
State of New York. Group Data was 100% owned by AFP.  Group Data was an insurance broker 

AJB Intermediaries Inc. (“Intermediaries”), an affiliated corporation existing under the 
laws of the State of New York. Intermediaries was 100% owned by AFP.  Intermediaries provide 
brokerage administration and intermediary services for insurance and reinsurance programs to 
PRI. 

PRM, an affiliated corporation existed under the laws of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania (“Commonwealth”). PRM is 100% owned by AJB and is the AIF for the 
Exchange. The President and Chief Executive Officer of PRM was Anthony J. Bonomo. 
Through the AIF agreement, PRM was charged with the responsibility of the daily management 
of the PaPRI, as well as providing insurance expertise and data processing facilities for the 
necessary recordkeeping and reporting required for the Exchange. 
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PaPRI is an unincorporated reciprocal insurance exchange organized under the laws of 
the Commonwealth. Mr. Bonomo was the UCP over PRM, the AIF and the Exchange. The 
Exchange writes professional liability (medical malpractice) coverage in the Commonwealth.

PRI is an affiliated unincorporated reciprocal insurance exchange under the laws of New 
York, PRI writes professional liability (medical malpractice) coverage in New York and is a 
primary reinsurer of business written by PaPRI. 

On December 31, 2013, Professional Medical Administrators, LLC (“PMA”) was an 
affiliated limited liability company existing under the laws of New York. Mr. Bonomo through 
AJB controlled 90% of PMA (80% owned by Mr. Bonomo and 10% through PRI). Through a 
written service agreement with PRM, PMA managed the underwriting and marketing functions 
of the Exchange. PMA was dissolved on May 1, 2014. 

In June 2016, the AIF agreement between PaPRI and PRM, the former AIF of PaPRI, 
terminated. From this time until the end of the examination period, the Exchange was not 
operating as a member of a formal holding company system as there was no executed AIF 
agreement in effect. PaPRI’s operations were carried out by PRIMMA LLC (“PRIMMA”), PRI’s 
AIF, on a de facto basis during this period due to the ALD Cover in place with PRI previously 
mentioned under the Attorney-In-Fact section on page 3 of this report. 

As a result of a financial examination conducted in the Fall of 2016 by the New York 
Department of Financial Services (“NYDFS”) on its domestic insurer, PRI, the NYDFS revoked 
the authority of Administrators for Professionals, Inc., (“AFP”), the company owned by Mr. 
Bonomo, to act as the AIF for PRI.  It was found that Mr. Bonomo and other Executive Board 
Members repeatedly breached fiduciary and other duties through mismanagement of PRI.    

BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

Management of the Exchange is vested in its Board of Governors (“Board”), which was 
comprised of the following members as of the examination date, December 31, 2018: 

Name and Address Principal Occupation 

Sanford R. Goldberg, M.D. Co-Medical Director
Merrick, New York PRIMMA, LLC 

Phillip A. Robbins, M.D. Co-Medical Director
Roslyn Heights, New York PRIMMA, LLC 

Both members have served on the Board since 2015. William Jacobi was elected to the 
Board in November 2018 and resigned July 8, 2019. The Exchange and the Department reached 
an agreement to limit the size of the Board in order to reduce expenses for the remainder of the 
runoff period. 
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OFFICERS 

As of the examination date, December 31, 2018, the following officers were appointed 
and serving in accordance with the Exchange’s by-laws: 

Name Title

Phillip A. Robbins, M.D. Treasurer 
Sanford R. Goldberg, M.D. Secretary 
William Jacobi Executive Vice President 

CORPORATE RECORDS 

MINUTES  

The Exchange’s Board did not meet regularly throughout the exam period. The Board 
only documented meeting minutes for December 16, 2014 and April 14, 2016.  

DECLARATION OF ORGANIZATION

The Declaration of Organization was not amended during the examination period. 

BY-LAWS  

The Exchange was not operating in accordance with its by-laws as of December 31, 
2018.  The Board had not been holding its annual organizational meeting throughout the 
examination period. The by-laws were subsequently amended removing the requirement of an 
annual organizational meeting in the event that the Exchange is placed into runoff. This 
amendment was approved by Board resolution on March 25, 2020 and received by the 
Department on April 10, 2020.  

SERVICE AND OPERATING AGREEMENTS 

The Exchange was not a party to any service or operating agreements during the 
examination period that would have a significant impact on its operations. 

REINSURANCE 

CEDED  

In December 2013, PRM, the AIF, and PMA, the program manager of the AIF, sold its 
policy renewal rights to NORCAL Mutual Insurance Company (“NORCAL”).  For the period of 
January 1, 2014 through March 31, 2014, the Exchange continued to write new and renewal 
business and all such business was ceded to NORCAL under a 100% quota share reinsurance 
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agreement. Effective April 1, 2014, the Exchange discontinued writing all business pursuant to a 
withdrawal plan submitted and accepted by the Department.

On December 8, 2014, an ALD Cover between the Exchange and PRI, which became 
effective October 1, 2014, was approved by the Department. Under the terms of the ALD Cover, 
PRI will reinsure $11,500,000 of losses in excess of the Exchange’s $4,800,000 retention for a 
deposit premium of $4,500,000 to be paid by the Exchange to PRI. Up to $6,500,000 of the 
$11,500,000 coverage can be utilized by the Exchange to pay for uncollectible reinsurance from 
its other reinsurance contracts. Furthermore, Article VII of the ALD Cover states that PRI will 
maintain an Experience Refund Account (“ERA”) of the operating expenses which includes all 
day to day expenses of the Exchange that will initially be credited with $1,400,000. All operating 
expenses paid after July 1, 2014 will be charged to the ERA. At any time subsequent to October 
1, 2014, if the ERA has a negative balance, PRI will pay all future operating expenses on behalf 
of the Exchange. 

On December 8, 2014, a Reinsurance Trust Agreement (“Agreement”) between the 
Exchange and PRI, which became effective October 1, 2014, was also approved by the 
Department.  Through this Agreement, PRI serves as Grantor and the Exchange is the 
Beneficiary.  The Agreement funded 100% of the reinsurance obligations under the terms of the 
ALD Cover. The funds were deposited in the trust account and include the deposit premium of 
$4,500,000 paid by the Exchange to PRI for the ALD Cover, $1,250,000 paid by the Exchange 
to PRI to repay the surplus note issued on April 6, 2004, $1,868,750 paid by the Exchange to 
repay the surplus note and accrued interest issued on June 30, 2006, and $3,881,250 of addional 
funding to be provided to PRI. 

No reinsurance intermediary was used during the examination period. 

ASSUMED 

The Company has not entered into any assumed reinsurance contracts during the period 
under examination.

TERRITORY AND PLAN OF OPERATION

The Exchange is licensed to write business solely in the Commonwealth. Effective April 
1, 2014, PaPRI discontinued writing all business.   
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SIGNIFICANT OPERATING RATIOS AND TRENDS 

The underwriting ratios summarized below are shown on an earned/incurred basis, and 
encompass the five-year period covered by this examination.

The Exchange reported the following net underwriting, investment, and other gains or 
losses during the period under examination:

 

The Exchange’s lack of written premium throughout the examination period was mainly 
due to its decision to withdrawal from the marketplace having only a 1% share of the 
Commonwealth market, difficulty retaining and writing new business, and increased competition 
caused by the soft market.  The Exchange’s main focus for the examination period has been the 
run-off of its remaining claims which it has been successfully doing while maintaining solvency. 

PENDING LITIGATION 

The Exchange is involved in litigation arising in and out of the normal course of business.  
The Exchange is not party to any current or pending litigation that might have a material, adverse 
impact on its financial position through the date of this examination report. 

Amount Percentage
Premiums earned 3,492,168              100.0 %

Losses incurred 3,488,074              99.9 %
Loss expenses incurred 2,623,629              75.1 %
Other underwriting expenses incurred 837,774                 24.0 %
Net underwriting gain or (loss) (3,457,309)             (99.0)%
Totals 3,492,168              100.0 %

2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Admitted assets 2,427,794$         3,270,179$         5,837,179$         7,169,276$         12,106,323$       
Liabilities 1,785,241$         2,700,133$         4,911,011$         5,625,922$         9,472,678$         
Surplus as regards policyholders 642,553$            570,046$            926,168$            1,543,354$         2,633,645$         
Gross premium written 0$                     0$                     0$                     (18,086)$            2,361,703$         
Net premium written 0$                     0$                     0$                     0$                     (179,203)$           
Underwriting gain/(loss) (310,396)$           (1,612,382)$        (693,565)$           (904,546)$           63,580$             
Investment gain/(loss) 2,167$               63,973$             39,347$             31,451$             293,380$            
Other gain/(loss) 380,735$            1,192,286$         37,032$             (353,237)$           (797,183)$           
Net income 72,506$             (356,123)$           (617,186)$           (1,226,120)$        (132,951)$           
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

The financial condition of the Exchange, as of December 31, 2018, and the results of its 
operations for the five-year period under examination, are reflected in the following statements*:

Comparative Statement of Assets, Liabilities, Surplus and Other Funds; 
Comparative Statement of Income; 
Comparative Statement of Capital and Surplus; and
Comparative Statement of Cash Flow 

 

*Note:  Some financials shown in this report may contain immaterial differences to those 
reported in the Exchange's filed Annual Statements due to rounding errors.   
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Comparative Statement of Assets, Liabilities, Surplus and Other Funds 
As of December 31, 

 

2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Bonds 0$                     0$                     1,633,738$         2,061,387$         3,635,483$         
Cash, cash equivalents, and short term investments 1,196,718           1,011,787           616,856             640,196             3,340,310           
Subtotals, cash and invested assets 1,196,718           1,011,787           2,250,594           2,701,583           6,975,793           
Investment income due and accrued 0                       0                       15,218               10,772               23,575               
Premiums and agents' balances due 0                       0                       0                       0                       65,870               
Amounts recoverable from reinsurers (25)                    315,159             516,597             235,369             361,756             
Other amounts receivable under reinsurance contracts 0                       0                       0                       68,365               63,000               
Current federal and foreign income tax recoverable and interest thereon 0                       0                       36,529               73,060               323,565             
Aggregate write-ins for other than invested assets 1,231,099           1,943,232           3,018,241           4,080,127           4,292,765           
Total 2,427,792$         3,270,178$         5,837,179$         7,169,276$         12,106,324$       

Losses 1,249,500$         1,810,209$         2,516,612$         4,195,008$         4,003,009$         
Loss adjustment expenses 251,209             512,494             479,330             1,330,916           2,334,874           
Other expenses 0                       300                    60,734               57,729               61,002               
Taxes, licenses and fees 4,904                 10,433               10,480               30,090               25,016               
Unearned premiums 0                       0                       0                       0                       762,467             
Ceded reinsurance premiums payable (net of ceding commissions) 0                       0                       4,553                 5,770                 29,027               
Payable to parent, subsidiaries and affiliates 0                       0                       5,117                 6,410                 10,208               
Aggregate write-ins for liabilities 279,628             366,697             1,834,185           0                       2,247,075           
Total liabilities 1,785,241           2,700,133           4,911,011           5,625,923           9,472,678           
Unassigned funds (surplus) 642,553             570,046             926,168             1,543,354           2,633,645           
Surplus as regards policyholders 642,553             570,046             926,168             1,543,354           2,633,645           
Totals 2,427,794$         3,270,179$         5,837,179$         7,169,277$         12,106,323$       
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Comparative Statement of Income 
For the Year Ended December 31, 

 

Underwriting Income 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Premiums earned 0$                     0$                     0$                     762,467$            2,729,701$         

Deductions:

   Losses incurred 379,291             985,597             496,604             1,091,999           534,583             

   Loss expenses incurred (111,362)            608,652             102,200             357,514             1,666,625           
   Other underwriting expenses incurred 42,467               18,133               94,761               217,500             464,913             
Total underwriting deductions 310,396             1,612,382           693,565             1,667,013           2,666,121           

Net underwriting gain or (loss) (310,396)            (1,612,382)          (693,565)            (904,546)            63,580               

Investment Income

Net investment income earned 2,167                 23,258               38,673               25,495               138,006             

Net realized capital gains or (losses) 0                       40,715               674                    5,956                 155,374             

Net investment gain or (loss) 2,167                 63,973               39,347               31,451               293,380             
Other Income

Aggregate write-ins for miscellaneous income 380,735             1,192,286           37,032               (207,635)            (784,000)            
Total other income 380,735             1,192,286           37,032               (353,237)            (797,183)            
Net income before dividends to policyholders and

   before federal and foreign income taxes 72,506               (356,123)            (617,186)            (1,226,332)          (440,223)            
Federal and foreign income taxes incurred 0                       0                       0                       (212)                   (307,272)            

Net income 72,506$             (356,123)$           (617,186)$           (1,226,120)$        (132,951)$           
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Comparative Statement of Capital and Surplus 
For the Year Ended December 31, 

2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Surplus as regards policyholders,

   December 31, previous year 570,045$            926,168$            1,543,354$         2,633,644$         5,809,494$         
Net income 72,506               (356,123)            (617,186)            (1,226,120)          (132,951)            
Change in net deferred income tax 0                       0                       0                       0                       (537,498)            
Change in nonadmitted assets 0                       0                       0                       135,830             (5,401)                
Change in surplus notes 0                       0                       0                       0                       (2,500,000)          
Change in surplus as regards policyholder for the year 72,506               (356,123)            (617,186)            (1,090,290)          (3,175,850)          

Surplus as regards policyholders,

   December 31, current year 642,551$            570,045$            926,168$            1,543,354$         2,633,644$         
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Comparative Statement of Cash Flow 
For the Year Ended December 31, 

2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Cash from Operations

Premiums collected net of reinsurance 0$                     (4,553)$              (1,217)$              64,183$             815,273$            
Net investment income 1,867                 47,281               61,580               46,495               287,244             
Miscellaneous income 380,735             1,192,286           37,032               (353,237)            (797,183)            
Total income 382,602             1,235,014           97,395               (242,559)            305,334             
Benefit and loss related payments 624,816             1,490,562           2,387,863           778,978             2,444,695           

Commissions, expenses paid and aggregate write-ins for deductions 197,919             650,296             1,064,911           1,545,791           2,121,434           
Federal and foreign income taxes paid (recovered) 0                       (36,529)              (36,531)              (247,649)            (124,177)            

Total deductions 822,735             2,104,329           3,416,243           2,077,120           4,441,952           

Net cash from operations (440,133)            (869,315)            (3,318,848)          (2,319,679)          (4,136,618)          

Cash from Investments

Proceeds from investments sold, matured or repaid:

   Bonds 0                       1,662,369           1,622,939           1,583,409           16,013,656         
   Net gain or (loss) on cash and short-term investments 0                       0                       (717)                   0                       (316)                   

Total investment proceeds 0                       1,662,369           1,622,222           1,583,409           16,013,340         

Cost of investments acquired (long-term only):

   Bonds 0                       527                    1,221,492           39,867               5,483,613           

Total investments acquired 0                       527                    1,221,492           39,867               5,483,613           

Net cash from investments 0                       1,661,842           400,730             1,543,542           10,529,727         

Cash from Financing and Miscellaneous Services

Other cash provided (applied):
   Surplus notes, capital notes 0                       0                       0                       0                       (2,500,000)          
   Borrowed funds received or (repaid) 0                       0                       0                       0                       (18,750)              
   Other cash provided or (applied) 625,065             (397,596)            2,894,778           (1,923,976)          (3,484,802)          

Net cash from financing and miscellaneous sources 625,065             (397,596)            2,894,778           (1,923,976)          (6,003,552)          

Reconciliation of cash and short-term investments:

Net change in cash and short-term investments 184,932             394,931             (23,340)              (2,700,113)          389,557             
Cash and short-term investments:
   Beginning of the year 1,011,787           616,856             640,196             3,340,309           2,950,752           

   End of the year 1,196,719$         1,011,787$         616,856$            640,196$            3,340,309$         
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SUMMARY OF EXAMINATION CHANGES 

There were no examination changes to the preceding financial statements as filed with 
regulatory authorities over the review period.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

ASSETS 

INVESTMENTS 

As of December 31, 2018, the Exchange’s invested assets were distributed as follows: 

 

The Exchange’s investment portfolio consists entirely of cash and highly rated short-term 
investments.  The investment portfolio is designed to reduce market risk and efficiently pay its 
remaining claims.  

The Exchange has a written investment policy as required by 40 P.S. § 653b(b).  The 
Exchange was not acting in accordance with its investment policy during the examination period, 
but subsequently amended its investment policy via Board resolution on March 27, 2020. 

The Board of the Exchange did not annually review its investment policy as required by 
40 P.S. § 653b(b). 

It is recommended that the Exchange’s investment policy be annually reviewed and 
approved by its Board in accordance with 40 P.S. § 653b(b).

LIABILITIES 

LOSS AND LOSS ADJUSTMENT EXPENSE RESERVES  

The Exchange reported net reserves in the amount of $1,249,500 for losses and $251,209 
for loss adjustment expenses (“LAE”) on the December 31, 2018, Annual Statement.  

 For each year of the examination period, the Exchange’s appointed actuary (“AA”) is 
Ronald T. Kuehn, FCAS, MAAA, of Huggins Actuarial Services, Inc.  Each year, the AA issued 
a Statement of Actuarial Opinion concluding that the loss and LAE reserves make a reasonable 
provision for all unpaid loss and LAE expense obligations of the Exchange under the terms of its 
contracts and agreements.

Based on the examination procedures performed by the Department’s actuarial examiner
and the results obtained, the Exchange’s net loss and LAE reserves are determined to be 
reasonably stated as of December 31, 2018.

Cash 1,196,718              100.0 %
Totals 1,196,720              100.0 %
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SUBSEQUENT EVENTS  

The Exchange’s current AIF, TPP AIF, LLC (“TPP AIF”) is party to an inter-company 
management services agreement (“Service Agreement”) with its affiliate, PRIMMA. PRIMMA 
provides TPP AIF with management, administrative and claims services necessary to further the 
run-off insurance business of PaPRI. The Service Agreement, which became effective on May 1, 
2019, meets the fair and reasonable standards outlined in 40 P.S. § 991.1405(a)(1)(i).

The Department is monitoring the impact of the COVID-19 global pandemic.  The 
Department recognizes that COVID-19 could have a significant financial and operational impact 
on all of its domestic insurers, including the Exchange. As such, the Department will continue to 
monitor and share information with the Exchange as appropriate related to COVID-19 
developments.

RECOMMENDATIONS

PRIOR EXAMINATION 

The prior examination report contained no recommendations.  

CURRENT EXAMINATION 

As a result of the current examination, the following recommendations are being made:

1. It is recommended that the Exchange maintain the minimum capital and surplus 
requirements as required by 40 P.S. § 964(d) and outlined in 40 P.S. § 386 (see 
“Surplus Requirements”, page 2) . 

2. It is recommended that the Exchange’s investment policy be annually reviewed and 
approved by its Board in accordance with 40 P.S. § 653b(b) (see “Investments”, 
page 13). 
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CONCLUSION 

As a result of this examination, the financial condition of Pennsylvania Physicians 
Reciprocal Insurers, as of December 31, 2018, was determined to be as follows: 

Since the previous examination, made as of December 31, 2013, the Exchange’s assets 
decreased by $16,436,315, its liabilities decreased by $11,269,374, and its surplus decreased by 
$5,166,941.   

This examination was conducted by Kevin Clark and Michael Lisowski, with the latter in 
charge. 

Respectfully, 

Melissa L. Greiner 
Director  
Bureau of Financial Examinations 

Shannon Hopkins, CFE 
Examination Manager 

Michael Lisowski 
Examiner-in-Charge 

The CFE designation has been conferred by an organization not affiliated with the federal or any state government.  However the CFE designation is the only designation recognized by the NAIC 

for the purposes of directing statutory Association examinations of insurance companies.

Amount

Admitted assets 2,427,794  

Liabilities 1,785,241  
Surplus as regards policyholders 642,553  
Total liabilities and surplus 2,427,794  


